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the title first covers the general concerns in secondary school examinations such as the pass fail concept reforms

interpretation of results and admissibility of subjects next the selection tackles the examination in the ordinary level the third

chapter discusses the certificate of secondary education c s e examination this chapter details the advantages of the c s e

along with its systems chapter 4 covers the advanced level and university entrance requirements the next two chapters deal

with the general certificate of education g c e examining bodies the seventh chapter examines the secondary school testing

system in the u s while the last chapter talks about the future of the english secondary school examinations the book will be

of great use to both in training and professional teachers school administrators will also benefit from the text also known as

the beloe report criteria for awarding school leaving certificates an international discussion focuses on formal and official

evaluation of school learning and student achievement at the time schooling is discontinued the book is based on the

proceedings of the 1977 conference of the international association for educational assessment held at the kenyatta

conference center in nairobi kenya on may 23 28 1977 the selection first discusses school leaving examinations as a function

of external and educational factors and the terms of reference for school leaving examinations the book also takes a look at

the comparability of grading standards in public examinations in england and wales basic assessment issues in school

leaving examination programs and the case for school leaving examinations in the netherlands the text reviews the

alternatives to school leaving examinations in sweden and brazil as well as the abolition of final examination transition from

secondary school to higher education and support structures the book also ponders on the structure of secondary school

system in austria australia bermuda cyprus hong kong india and ireland the selection is a dependable reference for readers

interested in school learning and student achievement measurements summative assessment has been a contentious issue

in educational circles for several decades particularly high stakes assessment events which arise at various junctures of the

school cycle especially those at the end of it the french baccalaureat and english a levels and their numerous clones

throughout the francophone and anglophone worlds are household names and represent milestone events in people s lives

as their outcomes are principal determinants of young people s future prospects these examinations are external they are

devised conducted and processed by agencies outside the schools usually ministerial examination units as such they act as

blind arbiters of student achievement providing the proverbial level playing field which ensures the comparability of outcomes

in the pyramidal school structures of yesteryear examinations acted as filters regulating the progression of pupils to

subsequent tiers of formal education exit points occurred from primary school level up from where unsuccessful candidates

could enter the labour force and or embark on occupationally specific further education and training with the modernisation of

the labour market and an ever higher social demand for access to higher levels of formal education the filtering function of

examinations at lower levels of schooling has been gradually eroded while burgeoning numbers of students at the upper

secondary level have brought about reforms that include curricular diversification and sometimes radical overhauls of

terminating assessment systems including the modification and in some instances abandonment of external examinations this

edited volume brings together the experiences of twenty examination systems from around the world to show how these

dynamic entities have adapted over time to the changing context of schooling following an introduction by stephen p

heyneman of world bank repute there are sixteen chapters presenting country case studies which have been written up under
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common subheadings thereby highlighting the comparative nature of the work and facilitating cross referencing the

subsequent four chapters elaborate on the theme of external examinations beyond national borders including a contribution

by the international baccalaureate organisation a defining feature of the work is the attention it pays to what it calls the nuts

and bolts of external examinations from question setting to grading procedures these are it is argued instrumental in nurturing

and maintaining public confidence in external examinations the book will be of immense value to people involved in

educational policy studies especially strategic educational planning as well as those directly concerned with formal

assessment the work has been written to appeal to a wide audience of informed persons it is accessible to teachers and

interested laypeople as well as to academics the first book to explore the development of singapore s much talked about

education and examination system this volume juxtaposes examinations with its immediate context of education and wider

context of politics economy and society the study covers three broad historical periods examinations in singapore from 1891

to 1945 the post war years from 1946 to the 1970s and charting our destiny from the 1980s to 2007 in the british period up to

1941 the local examinations were conducted by the vernacular schools and external examinations by the university of

cambridge local examinations syndicate there was a lack of systematic effort to establish a uniform system of education and

examinations during the japanese occupation examinations were conducted by the japanese authorities and unexpectedly the

cambridge examinations continued in the sime road camp in the post war period and particularly after singapore was granted

self government the establishment of a national education system was followed by the emergence of national examinations

the primary school leaving examinations and the singapore cambridge gce n o a levels for every school going child in

singapore thereafter the nature of national examinations evolved with the changing needs of education and the nation at the

turn of the century with the ministry of education s decision to take greater control of examinations the singapore

examinations and assessment board was established to oversee new developments in examinations unlike most literature on

education where examinations are often mentioned as an outcome of educational goals and objectives this book focuses on

examinations per se examinations have gained a momentum of their own and it is interesting to note the development of

examinations against the backdrop of the broader history of singapore and of education in singapore sample chapter s

chapter 1 trace the development of examinations in singapore during the british colonial period up to 1941 3 043 kb

examinations in singapore book launch 124 kb contents examinations in singapore 1891oco1945 trace the development of

examinations in singapore during the british colonial period up to 1945 assess the impact of the japanese occupation on

examinations in singapore what was the significance of the school certificate examination held in the sime road camp during

the japanese occupation the post war years 1946oco1970s assess the development of education and examinations from the

end of the japanese occupation to the attainment of self government in singapore why and how effective were the measures

undertaken by the singapore government to establish central control over education and examinations in singapore in the

1960soco1970s the 1961 examination boycott illustrates the challenges in forging a national system of examinations do you

agree charting our own destiny 1980soco2007 how effective had the goh keng swee s reforms in education and examination

been in improving singapore s education system examine the key policy changes in singapore s education and examinations

in response to the challenges of a rapidly changing and globalising world ocychange is more important than continuity in

education and examinationsoco discuss readership academics and professionals in education and assessment general

readership this book explores the significance of the leaving certificate exam in the irish secondary education system reform

of the public examination system for sixteen year olds presented a considerable challenge to secondary schools the new

general certification of secondary education introduced in 1988 was more than a continuation of the g c e o level and c s e

examinations at the time the introduction of national criteria by the department of education the part played by the secondary
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schools examination council the emergence of new examining bodies were new dimensions faced by schools accustomed to

exercising considerable autonomy in designing a curriculum how far would the new examination reflect what was actually

taught in our classrooms what were its new features which pupils would be entered and with what prospect of success above

all how would schools meet a tight time schedule which required study of new syllabuses to be ready by 1986 for the first

examinations held in 1988 originally published in 1986 this book was intended to answer some of these questions and

provide an up to date picture of the present state of the examination world with indications of future developments in the vital

years ahead it aimed to assist those immediately and urgently concerned with implementing this far reaching educational

reform today it can be considered in its historical context this book is intended to help students develop a business

management culture which is very important in promoting and sustaining economic development the book will help students

understand principles and procedures of business and help them acquire the skills necessary to succeed in a business career

the book will also help students prepare for wassce examinations and lay the foundation of management principles necessary

for advanced management courses the book is designed to help students recognize and appreciate the principles of business

management develop appropriate ethical attitudes and generate ideas for the creation of new businesses to accelerate

economic development understanding business management requires sound knowledge in english language mathematics

accounting management information systems economics and environmental studies as well as citizenship education and

social studies at the basic education level a basic knowledge in these related areas of study is very helpful the book

differentiates itself from other management textbooks in the following respects first the book is well organized and structured

according to the syllables of wassce second the book introduces business ethics that have not received much attention in

management textbooks integrating ethics with functional areas of management to analyze business issues enhance the

decision making process third the book assigns standard questions at the end of each chapter with suggested solutions at the

end of the book finally each chapter begins with learning outcomes students should read the learning outcomes to know what

is required for each chapter and then read the chapter paying particular attention to the key ideas after reading the chapters

make sure you provide your own solutions to the problems before you check your solutions with the suggested solutions

warning it looks like you have unsaved changes that could be lost are you sure you want to leave the current section before

saving cancel yesclose unexpected errorsthe following error s will need to be addressed before your changes can be saved if

you re unable to fix the error s yourself please contact member support practical certificate physics is a complete and an

elaborate work in physics that gradually introduces a student from the junior secondary to the senior secondary syllabus it

covers the ordinary level physics the senior secondary certificate and the joint admissions and matriculation examination

syllabus no level of knowledge in physics is assumed for instance the first chapter presents physical quantities their

measurement and units here all the wasc and cambridge standards are enumerated these standards include labelling of axis

and heading in the table of values as is currently being observed in physic experiments in areas where chemical names are

involved such as cells and electrolysis the iupac nomenclature is used some of the current terminology and definitions in

areas of optics are also presented the book highlights new topics such as simple harmonic motion projectiles fluid in motion

nature in light capacitors alternating current technology and quantum mechanics which are the requirements of the senior

secondary certificate more rigorous example questions are illustrated in the passages objective type questions are used

where they make the discussion more informative the author recognizes the fact that students most often are required to run

experiments and analyze graphs they may not be familiar with for this reason most experiments which students are likely to

encounter are analyzed as they occur in the chapters with the most modern but simple apparatus the experiments also serve

as a guide to teachers in preparing experiments for students practice and examination the book meets all the requirements of
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the examination board such as the cambridge kenya national examination council and london school certificate examination

council and west african examination council questions similar to those of jamb wasc jsc and ssc are reviewed in the

passages this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of

civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as

possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in

our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united

states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity

individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain

missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to

be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process

and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant scientific study from the year 2010 in

the subject pedagogy job education further education grade 1 0 bowen university language english abstract this research was

carried out to investigate examination malpractice among secondary school students in mushin local government area in

lagos state the project highlights the causes of examination malpractice among secondary school students the effect of

examination malpractice and solution to examination malpractice in secondary schools in this research work a sample of

twenty 20 teachers and one hundred 100 students were collected by means of simple random sampling techniques from five

secondary schools in mushin local government the research instrument used for the study was the teacher s and student s

perception questionnaire which was validated by the supervisor and used for the collection of data from the respondents the

data collected from respondents were analyzed with distribution tables and simple percentage at the end of the analysis the

study revealed the major reasons for examination malpractice which include parental pressure for good grades value attached

to certificate and so on the study further recommend that parent should not put pressure on their children for good grades

also emphasis should not be lay on certificates this book is intended to help students develop a business management

culture which is very important in promoting and sustaining economic development the book will help students understand

principles and procedures of business and help them acquire the skills necessary to succeed in a business career the book

will also help students prepare for wassce examinations and lay the foundation of management principles necessary for

advanced management courses the book is designed to help students recognize and appreciate the principles of business

management develop appropriate ethical attitudes and generate ideas for the creation of new businesses to accelerate

economic development understanding business management requires sound knowledge in english language mathematics

accounting management information systems economics and environmental studies as well as citizenship education and

social studies at the basic education level a basic knowledge in these related areas of study is very helpful the book

differentiates itself from other management textbooks in the following respects first the book is well organized and structured

according to the syllables of wassce second thebook introduces business ethics that have not received much attention in

management textbooks integrating ethics with functional areas of management to analyze business issues enhance the

decision making process third the book assigns standard questions at the end of each chapter with suggested solutions at the

end of the book finally each chapter begins with learning outcomes students should read the learning outcomes to know what

is required for each chapter and then read the chapter paying particular attention to the key ideas after reading the chapters

make sure you provide your own solutions to the problems before you check your solutions with the suggested solutions this

book explores current trends in assessment with particular reference to secondary schools as well as providing a background

to theory and practice relevant to both new and established teachers
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The School Certificate Examination

1932

the title first covers the general concerns in secondary school examinations such as the pass fail concept reforms

interpretation of results and admissibility of subjects next the selection tackles the examination in the ordinary level the third

chapter discusses the certificate of secondary education c s e examination this chapter details the advantages of the c s e

along with its systems chapter 4 covers the advanced level and university entrance requirements the next two chapters deal

with the general certificate of education g c e examining bodies the seventh chapter examines the secondary school testing

system in the u s while the last chapter talks about the future of the english secondary school examinations the book will be

of great use to both in training and professional teachers school administrators will also benefit from the text

Rules of Higher Secondary (multi-purpose) School Certificate Examination

1962

also known as the beloe report

Countdown to Senior Secondary Certificate Examination, Government

1991

criteria for awarding school leaving certificates an international discussion focuses on formal and official evaluation of school

learning and student achievement at the time schooling is discontinued the book is based on the proceedings of the 1977

conference of the international association for educational assessment held at the kenyatta conference center in nairobi

kenya on may 23 28 1977 the selection first discusses school leaving examinations as a function of external and educational

factors and the terms of reference for school leaving examinations the book also takes a look at the comparability of grading

standards in public examinations in england and wales basic assessment issues in school leaving examination programs and

the case for school leaving examinations in the netherlands the text reviews the alternatives to school leaving examinations in

sweden and brazil as well as the abolition of final examination transition from secondary school to higher education and

support structures the book also ponders on the structure of secondary school system in austria australia bermuda cyprus

hong kong india and ireland the selection is a dependable reference for readers interested in school learning and student

achievement measurements

Secondary School Examinations

2016-06-06

summative assessment has been a contentious issue in educational circles for several decades particularly high stakes

assessment events which arise at various junctures of the school cycle especially those at the end of it the french

baccalaureat and english a levels and their numerous clones throughout the francophone and anglophone worlds are

household names and represent milestone events in people s lives as their outcomes are principal determinants of young
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people s future prospects these examinations are external they are devised conducted and processed by agencies outside

the schools usually ministerial examination units as such they act as blind arbiters of student achievement providing the

proverbial level playing field which ensures the comparability of outcomes in the pyramidal school structures of yesteryear

examinations acted as filters regulating the progression of pupils to subsequent tiers of formal education exit points occurred

from primary school level up from where unsuccessful candidates could enter the labour force and or embark on

occupationally specific further education and training with the modernisation of the labour market and an ever higher social

demand for access to higher levels of formal education the filtering function of examinations at lower levels of schooling has

been gradually eroded while burgeoning numbers of students at the upper secondary level have brought about reforms that

include curricular diversification and sometimes radical overhauls of terminating assessment systems including the

modification and in some instances abandonment of external examinations this edited volume brings together the experiences

of twenty examination systems from around the world to show how these dynamic entities have adapted over time to the

changing context of schooling following an introduction by stephen p heyneman of world bank repute there are sixteen

chapters presenting country case studies which have been written up under common subheadings thereby highlighting the

comparative nature of the work and facilitating cross referencing the subsequent four chapters elaborate on the theme of

external examinations beyond national borders including a contribution by the international baccalaureate organisation a

defining feature of the work is the attention it pays to what it calls the nuts and bolts of external examinations from question

setting to grading procedures these are it is argued instrumental in nurturing and maintaining public confidence in external

examinations the book will be of immense value to people involved in educational policy studies especially strategic

educational planning as well as those directly concerned with formal assessment the work has been written to appeal to a

wide audience of informed persons it is accessible to teachers and interested laypeople as well as to academics

The Certificate of Secondary Education: an Introduction to Objective Type

Examinations

1964

the first book to explore the development of singapore s much talked about education and examination system this volume

juxtaposes examinations with its immediate context of education and wider context of politics economy and society the study

covers three broad historical periods examinations in singapore from 1891 to 1945 the post war years from 1946 to the 1970s

and charting our destiny from the 1980s to 2007 in the british period up to 1941 the local examinations were conducted by

the vernacular schools and external examinations by the university of cambridge local examinations syndicate there was a

lack of systematic effort to establish a uniform system of education and examinations during the japanese occupation

examinations were conducted by the japanese authorities and unexpectedly the cambridge examinations continued in the

sime road camp in the post war period and particularly after singapore was granted self government the establishment of a

national education system was followed by the emergence of national examinations the primary school leaving examinations

and the singapore cambridge gce n o a levels for every school going child in singapore thereafter the nature of national

examinations evolved with the changing needs of education and the nation at the turn of the century with the ministry of

education s decision to take greater control of examinations the singapore examinations and assessment board was

established to oversee new developments in examinations unlike most literature on education where examinations are often
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mentioned as an outcome of educational goals and objectives this book focuses on examinations per se examinations have

gained a momentum of their own and it is interesting to note the development of examinations against the backdrop of the

broader history of singapore and of education in singapore sample chapter s chapter 1 trace the development of

examinations in singapore during the british colonial period up to 1941 3 043 kb examinations in singapore book launch 124

kb contents examinations in singapore 1891oco1945 trace the development of examinations in singapore during the british

colonial period up to 1945 assess the impact of the japanese occupation on examinations in singapore what was the

significance of the school certificate examination held in the sime road camp during the japanese occupation the post war

years 1946oco1970s assess the development of education and examinations from the end of the japanese occupation to the

attainment of self government in singapore why and how effective were the measures undertaken by the singapore

government to establish central control over education and examinations in singapore in the 1960soco1970s the 1961

examination boycott illustrates the challenges in forging a national system of examinations do you agree charting our own

destiny 1980soco2007 how effective had the goh keng swee s reforms in education and examination been in improving

singapore s education system examine the key policy changes in singapore s education and examinations in response to the

challenges of a rapidly changing and globalising world ocychange is more important than continuity in education and

examinationsoco discuss readership academics and professionals in education and assessment general readership

Secondary School Examinations Other Than the G.C.E.

1960

this book explores the significance of the leaving certificate exam in the irish secondary education system

Regulations Relating to the Examination for the Secondary Education Certificate

1907

reform of the public examination system for sixteen year olds presented a considerable challenge to secondary schools the

new general certification of secondary education introduced in 1988 was more than a continuation of the g c e o level and c s

e examinations at the time the introduction of national criteria by the department of education the part played by the

secondary schools examination council the emergence of new examining bodies were new dimensions faced by schools

accustomed to exercising considerable autonomy in designing a curriculum how far would the new examination reflect what

was actually taught in our classrooms what were its new features which pupils would be entered and with what prospect of

success above all how would schools meet a tight time schedule which required study of new syllabuses to be ready by 1986

for the first examinations held in 1988 originally published in 1986 this book was intended to answer some of these questions

and provide an up to date picture of the present state of the examination world with indications of future developments in the

vital years ahead it aimed to assist those immediately and urgently concerned with implementing this far reaching educational

reform today it can be considered in its historical context
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Report of the Consultative Committee on Examinations in Secondary Schools ...

1911

this book is intended to help students develop a business management culture which is very important in promoting and

sustaining economic development the book will help students understand principles and procedures of business and help

them acquire the skills necessary to succeed in a business career the book will also help students prepare for wassce

examinations and lay the foundation of management principles necessary for advanced management courses the book is

designed to help students recognize and appreciate the principles of business management develop appropriate ethical

attitudes and generate ideas for the creation of new businesses to accelerate economic development understanding business

management requires sound knowledge in english language mathematics accounting management information systems

economics and environmental studies as well as citizenship education and social studies at the basic education level a basic

knowledge in these related areas of study is very helpful the book differentiates itself from other management textbooks in the

following respects first the book is well organized and structured according to the syllables of wassce second the book

introduces business ethics that have not received much attention in management textbooks integrating ethics with functional

areas of management to analyze business issues enhance the decision making process third the book assigns standard

questions at the end of each chapter with suggested solutions at the end of the book finally each chapter begins with learning

outcomes students should read the learning outcomes to know what is required for each chapter and then read the chapter

paying particular attention to the key ideas after reading the chapters make sure you provide your own solutions to the

problems before you check your solutions with the suggested solutions warning it looks like you have unsaved changes that

could be lost are you sure you want to leave the current section before saving cancel yesclose unexpected errorsthe following

error s will need to be addressed before your changes can be saved if you re unable to fix the error s yourself please contact

member support

Criteria for Awarding School Leaving Certificates

2014-05-19

practical certificate physics is a complete and an elaborate work in physics that gradually introduces a student from the junior

secondary to the senior secondary syllabus it covers the ordinary level physics the senior secondary certificate and the joint

admissions and matriculation examination syllabus no level of knowledge in physics is assumed for instance the first chapter

presents physical quantities their measurement and units here all the wasc and cambridge standards are enumerated these

standards include labelling of axis and heading in the table of values as is currently being observed in physic experiments in

areas where chemical names are involved such as cells and electrolysis the iupac nomenclature is used some of the current

terminology and definitions in areas of optics are also presented the book highlights new topics such as simple harmonic

motion projectiles fluid in motion nature in light capacitors alternating current technology and quantum mechanics which are

the requirements of the senior secondary certificate more rigorous example questions are illustrated in the passages objective

type questions are used where they make the discussion more informative the author recognizes the fact that students most

often are required to run experiments and analyze graphs they may not be familiar with for this reason most experiments

which students are likely to encounter are analyzed as they occur in the chapters with the most modern but simple apparatus
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the experiments also serve as a guide to teachers in preparing experiments for students practice and examination the book

meets all the requirements of the examination board such as the cambridge kenya national examination council and london

school certificate examination council and west african examination council questions similar to those of jamb wasc jsc and

ssc are reviewed in the passages

The Higher School Certificate Examination

1939

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we

know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you

will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important

libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and

possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate

has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred

pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved

reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you

for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

A Guide to School Certificate ENGLISH

1979

scientific study from the year 2010 in the subject pedagogy job education further education grade 1 0 bowen university

language english abstract this research was carried out to investigate examination malpractice among secondary school

students in mushin local government area in lagos state the project highlights the causes of examination malpractice among

secondary school students the effect of examination malpractice and solution to examination malpractice in secondary

schools in this research work a sample of twenty 20 teachers and one hundred 100 students were collected by means of

simple random sampling techniques from five secondary schools in mushin local government the research instrument used

for the study was the teacher s and student s perception questionnaire which was validated by the supervisor and used for

the collection of data from the respondents the data collected from respondents were analyzed with distribution tables and

simple percentage at the end of the analysis the study revealed the major reasons for examination malpractice which include

parental pressure for good grades value attached to certificate and so on the study further recommend that parent should not

put pressure on their children for good grades also emphasis should not be lay on certificates

Higher School Certificate Examination

1984

this book is intended to help students develop a business management culture which is very important in promoting and

sustaining economic development the book will help students understand principles and procedures of business and help
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them acquire the skills necessary to succeed in a business career the book will also help students prepare for wassce

examinations and lay the foundation of management principles necessary for advanced management courses the book is

designed to help students recognize and appreciate the principles of business management develop appropriate ethical

attitudes and generate ideas for the creation of new businesses to accelerate economic development understanding business

management requires sound knowledge in english language mathematics accounting management information systems

economics and environmental studies as well as citizenship education and social studies at the basic education level a basic

knowledge in these related areas of study is very helpful the book differentiates itself from other management textbooks in the

following respects first the book is well organized and structured according to the syllables of wassce second thebook

introduces business ethics that have not received much attention in management textbooks integrating ethics with functional

areas of management to analyze business issues enhance the decision making process third the book assigns standard

questions at the end of each chapter with suggested solutions at the end of the book finally each chapter begins with learning

outcomes students should read the learning outcomes to know what is required for each chapter and then read the chapter

paying particular attention to the key ideas after reading the chapters make sure you provide your own solutions to the

problems before you check your solutions with the suggested solutions

Secondary School Examinations

1964

this book explores current trends in assessment with particular reference to secondary schools as well as providing a

background to theory and practice relevant to both new and established teachers

The Certificate of Secondary Education

2009

Secondary School External Examination Systems

1913

Law No. 12 of 1913 Enacting the Regulations Relating to the Examination for the

Secondary Education Certificate

1969

The Certificate of Secondary Education

1969
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Examinations and English Education

2008

Examinations in Singapore

1937

Secondary School Examinations and the Curricula of Secondary Schools

1972

Proposals for the Certificate of Extended Education

2011

From Leaving Certificate to Leaving School

1978

Secondary School Examinations

1977

The French Oral Examination

1978

School Examinations

1974

Certificate of Extended Education

1989
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1988 Higher School Certificate Examination Statistics

2019-07-17

The New Examination System - GCSE

2015-06-25

Business Management for Senior Secondary School Certificate Exam (Vol. 2)

2017-05-11

Practical Certificate Physics

1977

Field work and local studies in the Certificate of Secondary Education examination

in geography: the problem of evaluation

2015-09-06

The Case for Examinations an Account of Their Place in Education with Some

Proposals for Their Reform

1962

Report

2011-09-19

A survey of examination: malpractice among secondary school students - Causes,

effects and solutions

2015-07-09
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Business Management for Senior Secondary School Certificate Exam (Vol. 1)

1880

Examination papers, and division lists, &c. [afterw.] General certificate of education,

ordinary level

1994

Performance of Nigerian Secondary School Students in Public Examination (part A)

GCE/Senior School Certificate Examination (1987-1991).

1983

Annual Report - Central Board of Secondary Education

2003-09-02

Examinations in Singapore

Assessment and Examination in the Secondary School
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